Abstract-Background: Missing data is not uncommon in empirical software engineering research but a common way to handle it is to remove data completely. We believe that this is wasteful and should not be done out of habit.
I. INTRODUCTION
Software cost/effort/project estimation research is not uncommon in empirical software engineering research and has its roots already from before the term 'software engineering' was established. During the 70s one could see an increase in the interest in estimating software development projects, see, e.g., [1] , which only increased after Boehm [2] released the book Software Engineering Economics in 1981.
Most would argue that in order to conduct estimations one should not rely exclusively on expert opinion, but also on data of a more quantitative nature using unbiased data collection approaches. To this end, researchers have published studies making use of, among others, the International Software Benchmarking Standards Group's data repository (ISBSG). 1 (For an overview and introduction to the data sets please see [3] . ) We believe that, even though there is a risk of introducing mono-operation bias and increasing mono-method bias by using the same data set, there is still a need for the community to have data sets that are accessible for all to try new and unproven ideas. In the end, however, generalizability is not necessarily the ultimate goal of these unproven ideas since 1 http://isbsg.org some researchers see early validation of estimation approaches simply as the first step before implementing said approaches in an industry context, very often limiting generalizability out of necessity [4, 5] .
Nevertheless, one could make an argument that the data set, and similar data sets, have several things in common with data collected in industry. Missing data, disparate quality in data collection procedures, and variety of data types collected are issues we see also in empirical software engineering research in general.
As we will see in Sect. II, the prevailing strategy to handle missing data in empirical software engineering research is to merely remove cases of missing data (listwise deletion). We believe that this strategy is suboptimal and, generally speaking, not good for our research discipline. Even in cases where data can be classified according to the quality of the data collection procedure, as is the case with the ISBSG data sets, one sees that our community often chooses only to use a subset of data, classified to be of the highest quality (see, e.g., [6, 7] for recommendations, and [8] for an example where the authors use the recommendations). In short, we believe that data of low quality should be seen as better than no data at all, and the general rule of thumb should be never to throw away data.
Recent advances in Bayesian data analysis (BDA) and imputation has led to software support that tackles the obstacles of missing data well, as long as one is willing to embrace uncertainty. We hope that this paper will convince researchers that dealing with missing data imputation using Bayesian data analysis, is preferable to the current practice, i.e., to throw data away.
Next, we will present related work (Sect. II), while the majority of the paper will present a case where we apply techniques for data imputation in addition to conducting Bayesian data analysis on effort estimation data using an ISBSG data set (Sect. III). We round off the paper with Threats to Validity (Sect. V), Discussion (Sect. VI) and Conclusions (Sect. VII). 2 
II. RELATED WORK
Related work is mainly divided into three parts. First, we present related work on the use of (Bayesian) multilevel models. Then, we present related work concerning missing data in empirical software engineering. Finally, we present related work in connection to the ISBSG data set. All of this in the context of empirical software engineering when possible.
There are few publications in software engineering where we see evidence of using multilevel models (MLMs). 3 Ehrlich and Cataldo [12] used multilevel models for assessing communication in global software development, while Hassan et al. [13] applied MLMs for studying reviews in an app store. However, both studies used a frequentist approach (maximum likelihood), i.e., not a Bayesian approach, which we will use.
As far as we can tell, there have only been two studies in software engineering that have applied BDA with MLMs. Furia [14] presents several cases of how BDA could be used in computer science and software engineering research. In particular, the aspects of including prior belief/knowledge in MLMs is emphasized. Ernst [15] , on the other hand, presents a conceptual replication of an existing study where he shows that MLMs support cross-project comparisons while preserving local context, mainly through the concept of partial pooling, as seen in Bayesian MLMs. 4 In our case, we will undoubtedly use the concepts of priors and partial pooling-they are after all key to Bayesian data analysis and MLMs-however, our end-goal, as already mentioned, will be to analyze what happens when we follow the principle 'never throw data away'.
Missing data can be handled in two main ways. Either we delete data using one of three main approaches (listwise or pairwise deletion, and column deletion) or we impute new data. Concerning missing data we conclude the matter is not new to the empirical software engineering community. Liebchen and Shepperd [7] has pointed out that the community needs more research into ways of identifying and repairing noisy cases, and Mockus [16] claims that the standard approach to handle missing data, i.e., remove cases of missing values (e.g., listwise deletion), is prevalent in empirical software engineering.
Two additional studies on missing data are, however, worthwhile pointing out. Myrtveit et al. [17] investigated listwise deletion, mean imputation, similar response pattern imputation, and full information maximum likelihood (FIML), and conclude that FIML is the only technique appropriate when data are not missing completely at random. Finally, Cartwright et al. [18] conclude that k-nearest neighbor and sample mean imputation are significantly better in improving model fit when dealing with imputation. However, much has happened concerning research in imputation techniques lately.
In this study we will instead focus on multivariate imputation by chained equations (MICE), sometimes called fully conditional specification or sequential regression multiple imputation, a technique that has emerged as a principled method of dealing with missing data during the last decade [19] . MICE specifies a multivariate imputation model on a variableby-variable basis by a set of conditional densities (one for 3 Multilevel models can also be called hierarchical linear models, nested data models, mixed models, random coefficient, random-effects models, random parameter models, or split-plot designs. 4 Partial pooling takes into account variance between units.
each incomplete variable) and draws imputations by reiterating the conditional densities. The original idea behind MICE is old, see, e.g., stochastic relaxation [20] , but the recent refinements and implementations have made the technique easily accessible. Finally, related work concerning the ISBSG data set is worthwhile pointing out. Fernández-Diego and de Guevara [21] present pros and cons of using the ISBSG data set. A systematic mapping review was used as the research method, which was applied to over 120 papers. The dependent variable of interest was usually Effort (more than 70% of the studies), and the most frequently used methods were regression (∼60%) and machine learning (∼35%), the latter a term where many techniques can hide. Worth noting is also that Release 10 was used most frequently, which provides us with a reason to also use that data set. Additionally, we will also use Effort as the dependent variable of interest, since a majority of the studies seem to find that variable interesting to study. (The importance of the ISBSG data set, when considering replication studies in empirical software engineering, has already been pointed out by Shepperd et al. [22] .) By and large, our study takes another approach entirely, we impute missing data in a Bayesian context, and we see our work more as complementary to the work mentioned above.
III. AN ILLUSTRATIVE CASE
We will use the Release 10 data set and set the dependent variable to Effort. According to, e.g., [6, 7] and the International Software Benchmarking Standards Group, the following pre-processing steps are appropriate: 1) Only projects classified with data quality rating 'A' are kept, and 'B-D' are excluded. 2) Only projects using IFPUG (unadjusted functional size measurement) should be kept. However, the data description clearly states that versions ≥ 4.0 should not be compared to < 4.0. Hence, we only use versions ≥ 4.0. 3) According to Keung [6] some additional variables should be kept for compatibility with previous studies. 4) Missing values in any of the selected attributes should be excluded.
The above leads to Table I according to Mittas et al. [8] . If we use the variables in Table I , and follow the advice above, we will later see that we remove 3,895 projects out of the total 4,106 (close to 95% of the projects). This seems wasteful.
Imagine instead that we aim to keep as much data as possible, i.e., a data-greed approach. Well, first of all, we should consider including all projects no matter the quality rating. After all, it is easy for us to classify them differently in a statistical model and even investigate the difference between projects depending on the data quality rating. Hence, we decide to include all projects and mark them according to their data quality rating, i.e., DQR.
The next step would be to consider a casual analysis of the variables in Table I . 
A. Causal Analysis
All predictors except DQR, e.g., Input, Output, etc., seem to be unadjusted function point measurements, which later are used to calculate the adjusted function point (AFP). Drawing our scientific model (Fig. 1) as a directed acyclic graph (DAG) shows something generally considered to be a Pipe confound (one of four types of relations in causal DAGs). In short, AFP mediates association between the other predictors and our outcome Effort, i.e., Effort ⊥ ⊥ Input|AFP, or to put it differently, Effort is independent of Input, when conditioning on AFP.
We often worry about not having a predictor that we need for making good predictions (omitted variable bias). However, we do not often consider mistaken inferences because we rely on variables that are derived from other variables, i.e., post-treatment bias [23] . (Rosenbaum [24] calls this the concomitant variable bias.) In experimental studies, one would declare AFP to be a post-treatment variable, but the same nomenclature can be used in observational studies. To summarize, the above indicates that AFP should not be a predictor, so we will leave it out for now.
B. Identifying Non-Identifiability
Strong correlations between variables are generally speaking a challenge when building statistical models. The model will make good predictions, but understandability will decrease since the impression will be that variables that have a strong correlation, do not seem to have predictive power, while in fact, they have strong associations with the outcome [23] .
Traditionally, there are two ways one can do this: Examining a pairs plot where all combinations of parameters and their correlations are visualized, or check if the matrix is a full rank matrix, and thus identify non-identifiability that way.
The latter approach consists of declaring a model y = β 1 x 1 + . . . + β n x n , use the data x i , . . . , x n as a matrix A, and decompose it into a product A = QR of an orthogonal matrix Q, and an upper triangular matrix R. By analyzing the diagonal of the matrix R a threshold value of |d ij | < 0.1 along the diagonal is then often used to declare a variable as unsuited for inclusion in a model. Often something like 1e −12 -quasizero for a computer-could be used, but generally speaking anything below 1.0 has traditionally been seen suitable.
Identifying non-identifiability for our data set from Table I clearly indicates that Deleted should be a candidate for removal (|d Deleted | = 9e −12 ). To this end, we exclude Deleted from our list of predictors. It might feel strange to remove predictors when our ultimate goal is to use as much data as possible. However, in order to build a statistical model that is sane, has good out of sample prediction, and is understandable, a trade-off is needed. Here we argue that the bulk of work should be done before we design our statistical model, in order to make use of the missing data techniques available to us.
C. Missing Data Analysis
Rubin [25] has shown that very often 3-5 imputations is enough and that the efficiency of an estimate based on m imputations is approximately:
where γ is the fraction of missing information. As an example, consider that we have 20% missing information in a variable (γ = .2), given m = 5, we have reached an efficiency of approximately 96%. Setting m = 10 we reach 98%. By doubling the computational effort, we have a slight gain in efficiency. However, more recently we have seen that other recommendations have been introduced.
Bodner [26] and White et al. [27] showed through simulations and by analytically deriving Monte Carlo errors, respectively, that the general rule of thumb should be m = γ × 100, i.e., if a variable has 40% missing data (γ = 0.4) we should set m = 40 (using Rubin's efficiency estimate this would mean 92.6%→99.0%).
As will be evident, we will take the more conservative approach, when we present the model implementation in Section III-F.
D. Sensitivity Analysis of Priors
Through sheer deduction we conclude, so far, that we will most likely use seven predictors and one group variable, to predict one outcome variable. We can already now assume that we will most likely use a likelihood (i.e., our assumptions regarding the data generative process) that is based on counts (Effort is after all a count, the number of hours, going from zero to infinity). When working with these types of generalized linear models, we use link functions that translate between the linear predictor and the mean of the distribution function. In the case of count distributions, such as Poisson, it is customary to use a log link function, i.e., a parameter's value is the exponentiation of the linear model. However, when setting priors for parameters, unexpected things can happen, and the priors might not have the effect one would expect. To this end, we should always do prior predictive simulations, i.e., a sensitivity analysis of the priors.
The description of the data set indicates that approximately 20% of the projects have more than 20 people in the team. If we assume, roughly 1,700 h/year for an individual, having 60 people in a team sums up to approximately 100,000 hours. Let us now assume that this is the maximum value for our outcome variable Effort. Random sampling from e N (5, 4) provides us withx ≈ 208, 000 (we use the exponential since we assume a log link function) indicating that this could be an acceptable prior for the intercept α. 5 Next, we assume broad priors like N (0, 10) for our seven parameters, but we also compare with N (0, 0.25). Assuming a log link function, the additive effects of seven priors for our parameters would, on a normalized scale, correspond to N (0, (10 × 7)
2 ) and N (0, (0.25 × 7) 2 ), respectively. As is evident from Fig. 2 (a) , we have a massive emphasis on extremely high y-values (we would require the world's total population to work in a project for this to happen). Now compare (a) with (b). We still allow extremely large y-values (up to 640 × 10 6 ), but we are more modest about it.
To summarize, prior predictive simulations indicate that setting N (5, 4) and N (0, 0.25) on α and β, respectively, allows us to delimit the multidimensional Gaussian space of possible parameter values, while still not remove the probability of extreme values completely. If we would still be uncertain one could have conducted even more prior predictive simulations [28] .
E. Model Design
For our model one could imagine using a Poisson likelihood, that is, we have a count (Effort 0→∞ ) which we can model binomial events for when the trials N are very large and p small. However, that would be a mistake.
Let us now look at some descriptive statistics of our data (taking into account the pre-processing steps previously introduced). 6 Some issues catch the eye in Table II . First, Effort has a max value of 645,694 (three times larger than our assumption). Second, the medians are consistently lower than the means (in one case the median is zero) indicating positive skewness. Third, not visible in the table, Effort, compared to the predictors, contain no zeros (indicating that we do not need to consider zero-inflated or hurdle models [29] ). Finally, the mean and the variance for our outcome variable are very different (the variance is approximately 70,000 times larger than the mean).
Concerning the latter issue, a Poisson likelihood assumes the mean and the variance be approximately equal. This allows us to instead use the negative binomial, known as the Gamma-Poisson (mixture) distribution, as our likelihood, i.e., a continuous mixture model where we assume each Poisson count observation has its own rate. To summarize our findings so far:
We model each observation from a negative-binomial distribution, with a failure rate λ and shape φ. We then use a log link for our linear model λ where we include an intercept α and estimators (β) for all predictors. We also add varying intercepts in the form of our DQR variable.
Then, we set the aforementioned priors on our β parameters (but we use N (0, σ) for our unique intercepts, to separately estimate σ for each level of DQR). Finally we set HalfCauchy(0, 1) and Gamma(0.5, 0.5) for σ and φ, respectively. The latter are regularizing priors common for these types of parameters. 
F. Model Implementation
In the previous sections, we presented our statistical model with assumptions. In this section, we will make use of it in two ways: sampling with complete data and imputed data. However, before we begin, Table III describes the data sets we will use.
The data sets are divided into two categories. First, we have data sets that only take into account projects classified as having the highest quality rating ('A') and data sets where we use all four quality ratings ('AD'); taking into account the pre-processing steps in Sect. III.
First, we have subsets with NAs ('A' and 'AD') and, second, subsets where all original NAs are removed ('* clean'). The logic to use these data sets is that we want to use as much data as possible (but we pay the price of missing data), and removing all NAs is, as we have discussed, not uncommon.
One could also imagine having subsets where all zeros are assumed to be NAs, but that would be a bit too conservative assumption in our opinion, and we leave it to the reader to try out such a scenario.
If one would like to compare our data sets with what is commonly seen in literature then, taking into account that we have a more restrictive view on which IFPUG versions are included, 'A clean' would be the most similar data set (e.g., Mittas et al. [8] report using 501 projects, while we end up with 214, using our more restrictive subset). However, we are more interested in the cases where we have larger data sets, together with missing data, and comparing these with, e.g., 'A clean'. a) Missing Data Imputation: Visualizing missing data (Fig. 3) shows that the missingness is multivariate (missing data in more than one variable), connected (all variables have blue cells that are connected from the upper left corner), and non-monotone (there are gaps of blue patterns from the lower right corner). Generally speaking, this indicates that data imputation is possible (in particular the connectivity is an important part of missing data imputation). van Buuren [19] recommends that one calculates each variable's influx and outflux and plots them. Influx (I) is defined as the number of variable pairs with Y j missing and Y k observed, divided by the total number of observed data cells while, in the case of outflux (O), we instead divide by the total number of incomplete data cells. In short, a completely observed variable gives I j = 0, while the opposite holds for O j . If one has two variables with the same degree of missing data, then the variable with the highest O j is potentially more useful for imputation purposes. Examining Fig. 4 , Effort and Change have the highest O j and I j . To summarize, Effort will be the most influential variable for imputation, while Change will be the easiest variable to impute. This is worth keeping in mind later when we analyze the results.
To conclude, we will create multiple imputations (replacement values) for multivariate missing data, based on Fully Conditional Specification [19] . Each incomplete variable is imputed by a separate model using predictive mean matching (numeric data), or proportional odds model/ordered logit model (factor data with >2 ordered levels) [19, 30] . Concerning predictive mean matching, the assumption is that the missingness follows approximately the same distribution as the data, but the variability between the imputations over repeated draws reflects the uncertainty of the actual value.
We will conservatively approach this and follow the latest guidelines, as already discussed in Sect. III-C, and hence set the number of imputations m = 25 (see Table III ).
One of several analyses we can do is to plot the imputed data against the empirical data set. In Fig. 5 , we see the empirical data set ('0' on the x-axes) with m = 2. As we can see, the imputations follow fairly closely the original distribution. 
IV. RESULTS
In this section, we will first present some diagnostics from the Markov chain Monte Carlo sampling we conducted, while we later investigate the estimates from our analysis and probabilistic statements connected to the estimates.
First, for all sampling conductedR was consistently low, i.e.,R ≈ 1.00 (the ratio of the average variance of draws within each chain to the variance of the pooled draws across chains). Second, the effective sampling was consistently high, i.e., n eff 0.2. Third, the visual inspection revealed that the chains mixed well (hairy caterpillar ocular test). Finally, the Bayesian fraction of missing information, another diagnostic, shows a significant overlap between the energy transition density, π E , and the marginal energy distribution, π ∆E (Fig. 6) . When the two distributions are well-matched, the random walk will explore the marginal energy distribution efficiently [31] .
We sampled four chains, each with 2,000 iterations, and the first half of the iterations were discarded as warmup iterations. For our imputed data sets this means that we have 1, 000 × 4 × 25 = 100, 000 posterior samples. Figure 7 provides a comparison of our empirical outcome y (using the data set 'A clean'), with draws from our posterior distribution; we see evidence of a fairly good match; a perfect match is not what we want since then we could just use our data as-is, i.e., the variability of each y rep vis-à-vis y is what interests us.
If we turn our attention to the estimated intercepts for our group-level variable DQR (i.e., a project's rating according to the quality of data collected), we see something interesting in Fig. 8 . There is a clear pattern, in both data sets, where quality rating 'A' and 'D' are to the left, while 'B' and 'C' are to the right. It is an indication that these two groups are perceived as similar to each other, which is a bit ironic since 'A' and 'D' are conceptually the opposite of each other in terms of data quality rating. This indicates that one should question the data quality ratings in the data set and, given enough data, DQR seems to become less critical. Examining the estimated parameters (Fig. 9 ) we see that parameters perceived as 'significant' differ between the data sets. 8 There are three comparisons we should make here. First, comparing imputed with cleaned data sets (within each column). Second, comparing 'A' and 'AD' models (between columns). Third, compare the upper right and lower left plots (data-greed approach vs. state of practice).
First, if we look at the left column, we see that nothing significant has changed. On the other hand, examining the right column we see that β Added is no longer significant in the imputed data set. This might make you sad. However, using 8 Our notion of 'significant' is here that the 95% highest density posterior interval does not cross zero. However, other notions do exist [32] . Red plots indicate the imputed data set. The uncertainty is slightly different between each category even though this is not very obvious in this plot (the cleaned data set, below, has higher uncertainty). This is most likely a combination of our imputation technique and the multi-level aspects of the model. all data can lead to weaker inferences and, honestly, should we not make use of all data available no matter our wishful thinking concerning inferences? Second, if we compare our simple models with our multilevel models (between column comparisons), examining the two lower plots we see that β Added has become 'significant' in the model where we make use of all quality ratings (right plot). In this particular case, one would lean towards the multilevel model (right plot) since it, after all, makes use of more data and employs partial pooling to avoid over-fitting.
Finally, we should compare the upper right and lower left plots (our data-greed approach with state of practice); they are the reason for conducting this study. Two things are worth noticing here: (i) β Enquiry is shifted noticeably more to the right in the imputed data set and is significant, as is β Interface . (ii) β Changed is clearly not significant in the imputed data set, while in the cleaned data set it is nearly so. Once again, making use of more data can lead to weaker inferences, which is a good thing.
Let us now examine what the posterior predictive distribution provides us with concerning point estimates regarding our outcome Effort. The posterior distribution allows us to set predictors at different values and use the posterior predictive distribution to generate predicted outcomes with uncertainty. In our case, we would like to examine the difference between posterior predictive distributions of 'A clean' and 'AD', since 'A clean' is based on the assumptions commonly used in literature and 'AD' makes use of as much data as possible, i.e., our data-greed approach.
Plotting our two posterior distributions indicates the differences (see Fig. 10 ). As is clear, the median is higher when taking into account more data ('AD'), but the uncertainty is also slightly larger. Ultimately, comparing these types of point estimates should always go hand in hand with the purpose of the analysis, i.e., the utility function.
The posterior distribution allows us to make probabilistic statements that provide us with a deeper understanding of the phenomena we study. We could make statements for each model separately, i.e., investigating 'AD' we can say that the probability that the effect is greater than 10% (a decline of >10%) for the D category is 2.6%, while for the A category it is 7.2%. Alternatively, in the case of 'A clean', that the probability that the effect of Enquiry is greater than 5% (an increase of >5% in this case) is 58.6%. Of course, one could also look at the probability that the estimates of parameter β Input is larger than 0 using the 'AD clean' and 'AD' data sets, i.e., 79.8% and 60.2%, respectively.
These types of probability statements are a positive aspect of Bayesian analysis and the posterior probability distributions that accompanies it.
V. THREATS TO VALIDITY
In this section, we will cover threats to validity from a quantitative, and statistical, perspective. The below threats are not the type of threats we regularly discuss in empirical software engineering [33] , but in our case, we believe these threats to be more relevant for our study. At the end of this section we will contrast our study against recent guidelines concerning design and reporting of software analytics studies. a) Directed Acyclic Graphs (DAGs): Making ones scientific model explicit is dangerous since it becomes open to attack. We believe, however, that it should be compulsory in any scientific publication. We employed DAGs to this end, a concept refined by Pearl and others [34] . Using DAGs make things explicit. If things are explicit, they can be criticized. One threat to validity is of course that our scientific model is wrong and AFP is not a mediator (Sect. III-A). This is for the reader to comment on. Of course, instead of using the graphical approach of DAGs, and applying do-calculus to determine d-separation, one could walk down the road of numerical approaches according to Peters et al. [35] .
b) Non-Identifiability: Through our non-identifiability analysis we concluded that the variable Deleted should be removed. Removing this variable is a trade-off. The nonidentifiability analysis showed that it should be removed, thus allowing for better understandability and better out of sample prediction. However, we could have taken a more prudent approach and investigated Deleted's role in predictions, but in this particular case, we believe the initial analysis provided us with a convincing argument to remove it. c) Priors: The sensitivity analysis of priors provided us with confidence regarding the choice of priors. We conducted prior predictive analysis and, together with recommendations regarding default priors, concluded that our selection of priors was balanced. However, our conclusions could be wrong, and further studies could indicate that our priors are too broad. The latter is, however, what one can expect when doing science.
d) Bayesian Data Analysis: In a Bayesian context, model comparison is often divided into three categories M-open, Mcomplete, and M-closed [36, 37] . In the M-open world the relationship between the data generating process and our list of models M = M 1 , . . . , M K is unknown. However, what we do know is that M t , our 'true' model, is not in M, and we cannot specify the explicit form p(ỹ|y) due to computational or conceptual reasons. In the M-complete world, M t is also not in M, but we use any model in M that is closest in Kullback-Leibler divergence [36, 38] . Finally, in the case of the M-closed world, M t ∈ M.
The bulk of statistical methodology is concerned with the latter category (M-closed) and "this class of problems is comparatively simple and well studied" [39] . Many problems we face are in the M-complete and not the M-closed world (this study is such an example). Selecting the 'best' model is often done through relative comparisons of M 1 , . . . , M K using the Watanabe-Akaike information criterion or leave one out cross validation with Pareto-smoothed importance sampling [40] . However, to use WAIC or PSIS-LOO for out of sample prediction, one should use the same data set for each model (e.g., you can change the likelihood and priors, but the data set is fixed).
In our particular study, we have not done model comparison (e.g., using PSIS-LOO [40] ), but the reason is apparent-we use different data sets-which is the purpose of this study.
To this end we defend our choice of likelihood, i.e., the Gamma-Poisson (a.k.a. negative binomial), epistemologically: If we have counts from zero to infinity, where the variance is significantly different from the mean then, from a maximum entropy point of view, Gamma-Poisson is a sane choice. By conducting posterior predictive checks, we ultimately received yet another validation to strengthen us in our opinion that the model has predictive capabilities (Sect. IV). e) Residuals: One threat to validity is also the residuals of the model (fitting deviation). If the residuals are too large, it is an indication that the model does not fit data well. This is a trade-off since a perfect fit could imply overfitting. By conducting posterior predictive checks, we concluded that the models, as such, had a convincing fit (see, e.g., Fig. 7 ). However, investigating the residuals for each estimated parameter provides us with a better view.
In Fig. 11 we see estimates of the parameters with the most unobservable statistical error. The residuals are linear which indicates predictability in our imputation. But, remember, Changed was judged to be the easiest to impute, but still Enquiry and Interface provide less uncertainty considering residuals (Sect. III-C)-that is due to the imputation most likely. Nevertheless, in the end, we have employed multi-level models when possible and, thus, taken a conservative approach by using partial pooling. The latter should encourage us to put some trust in the model's ability to avoid overfitting, i.e., learn too much from our data.
Finally, we believe that using the traditional threats to validity nomenclature seen in empirical software engineering research most likely does not fit the type of studies we present here. In [41] , Krishna et al. presents 12 'bad smells' in software analytics papers, which we believe are more useful to describe weaknesses in the type of studies that we present here. Below we will now cover each 'smell' and contrast it with our study.
1) Not interesting. (Research that has negligible software engineering impact.) We argue that the problem we have analyzed in this paper is not only relevant, common, and interesting. To this we mainly point to related work. 2) Not using related work. (Unawareness of related work concerning RQs and SOA.) We point to related work as a basis for our study, i.e., studies which throw away data, and show how other state of art analytical approaches might be more suitable. 3) Using deprecated and suspect data. (Using data out of convenience.) The data is definitely suspect as we have shown by our analysis of data quality ratings, but it would be hard to argue that the data is deprecated. However, we used a particular version of the data set, but that was due to our intention to align with previous work. (impact of outliers and heteroscedasticity.) We use a Bayesian generalized linear model, which we model using a Gamma-Poisson likelihood. Additionally, we employ multi-level models when possible, and hence make use of partial pooling (which takes into account the presence of outliers). 8) Not exploring stability. We conducted sensitivity analysis of priors and we report on the differences between imputed and cleaned data sets. 9) No data visualization. We leave it up to the reader to decide if appropriate levels of visualization was used.
We have followed guidelines on data visualization [42] . 10) Not tuning. We avoid bias in comparisons mainly by clearly stating our assumptions, conducting a sensitivity analysis, making use of multi-level models, and, generally speaking, following guidelines on how to conduct Bayesian data analysis. 11) Not exploring simplicity. Using state of art missing data analysis is needed and wanted in order to decrease our bias. Additionally, using a complex mixture model was unavoidable because of epistemological reasons, as presented earlier in this section. We used simulated data to independently assess the appropriateness of our likelihood and priors. 12) Not justifying choice of learner. This concerns, ultimately, the risk of over-estimation (or over-fitting). We would argue that any usage of frequentist statistics would potentially introduce this 'smell', i.e., using uniform priors, as is the case in a traditional frequentist setting, ensures maximum over-fitting.
VI. DISCUSSION
We argue that one should have solid reasons to throw away data since we now have techniques available that can provide us with the opportunity to use as much data as possible. The example we provided showed that by using missing data techniques, in combination with Bayesian multilevel models, we could better make use of the data and, thus, gain higher confidence concerning our findings. The inferences can become weaker, but ask yourself if that is not how you think your fellow researchers should conduct their analysis. We could show two things in our analysis: (i) Parameters' 'significance' changed depending on if we used imputation or not, and (ii) there was really not much of a difference between the various data quality ratings (once again indicating that we should use as much data as possible).
However, we pay a price for this more complex analysis. It is a more involved analysis compared to a frequentist analysis where only the likelihood of the outcome is required to be specified and maximum likelihood estimates are not conditioned on the observed outcome; the uncertainty is instead connected to the sampling distribution of the estimator. The same applies to confidence intervals in the frequentist world, i.e., one can set up a distribution of predictions, but it entails repeating the process of random sampling on which we apply the estimator every time to then generate point predictions. Contrast this with conditioning on the posterior predictive distribution which is based on the observed outcome.
Additionally, making probabilistic statements is very much more natural when having a posterior at hand, while the pvalues we have made use of traditionally rely on observing a z-statistic that is so large (in magnitude) if the null hypothesis is true, i.e., not if the scientific hypothesis is true. To make the point, the term 'p-value' was used in this paper for the first time here in this section and in our case, where we used different data sets, one could have expected us to lean towards traditional hypothesis testing, since it was not possible to compare models explicitly, regarding out of sample predictions.
We will not further contrast our approach with how analyses are done in empirical software engineering today. Suffice to say, issues such as the arbitrary α = .05 cut-off, the usage of null hypothesis significance testing and the reliance on confidence intervals have been criticized [43] [44] [45] [46] , and when analyzing the arguments, we have concluded that many of the issues plaguing other scientific fields are equally relevant to come to terms with in empirical software engineering.
We believe that evidence-based interpretation is more straightforward with Bayesian data analysis, and empirical software engineering should embrace it as soon as possible. In our view it is an easy choice to make in this particular case; to base one's inferences on more data is wise, and doing so in a Bayesian context is natural.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
We recommend that one always should be conservative with throwing away data. Many state of art techniques exists today, which provides the researcher with ample of possibilities to conduct rigorous, systematic, and transparent missing data analysis.
In combination with Bayesian data analysis, we believe that researchers will be able to get a more nuanced view of the challenges they are investigating. In short, we do not need p-values for this.
In our study, we showed that inferences could become weaker, which is not a bad thing, and that the qualitative assessment of quality ratings were most likely biased. This further strengthens the argument never to throw data away.
